
The International Convention for Safe 
Containers, 1972 (CSC), is an International 
Maritime Organization (IMO) publication. 
The Convention aims to maintain safety 
in the transport and handling of shipping 
containers by establishing uniform 
international safety regulations accepted 
by the majority of nations participating 
in sea-going trade. Such as providing 
standardised testing procedures, strength 
requirements and on-hire off-hire CSC 
examinations. Container owners and lessors 
typically require their shipping containers 
that arrive at hinterland terminals (also 
some container terminals) for an on-hire
off-hire interchange to undertake a CSC 
examination. The examination requires 
qualified terminal staff to visually inspect 
the inside and outside of the container 
for structural damage in accordance with 
inspection criteria set out in the CSC.

Typically the existing process for 
examining a container is as follows:

1. Upon arrival at the terminal, the 
container is moved to an examination 
slot. Examination slots typically have 
1-metre wide aisles on the long sides 
and 2-metre wide aisles at the ends. 
This is so the examiner can inspect 
each side of the container and open 
the doors to inspect the inside by foot, 
which limits the slots to being only one 
tier high for access inside

2. The examiner completes the CSC 
examination when it is safe to do so

3. Following completion of the 
examination, the container is moved 
from the examination slot to a storage 
slot, or if damage is identified it is 
moved for repair

The existing process typically leads to 
examination slots reaching capacity during 
peak container arrival times. Terminal 
operators typically do not allow for 
additional examination slots to be created, 
as this reduces the storage capacity of 

the terminal. Therefore, containers are 
temporarily moved to storage slots, so the 
truck moving the container can exit the 
terminal. This leads to double handling 
of containers as they are moved to an 
examination slot when a slot becomes 
available.

A solution to this issue may involve 
densifying the examination slots by 
introducing tiered stacking of containers 
to be examined and or using automated 
technology to streamline examination 
procedures, increasing the productivity 
of examiners and potentially freeing up 
additional storage capacity.

TIERED STACKING
The first proposed method looks at 
increasing the stack height within 
examination slots while maintaining the 
safety of examiners during the examination 
procedure.

The maximum stack height of a shipping 
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container is based on the allowable stacking 
load with doors open. Within Australia the 
Australian Maritime Safety Authority (AMSA) 
limits a container with its doors open to not 
be over-stowed by more than two empty 
containers, unless written evidence can be 
provided. Therefore the maximum allowable 
stack height could be up to three containers 
high for examination slots.

Containers stacked three high would 
require examiners to access the containers 
approximately 6 metres from ground level. 
A conventional ladder is not recommended 
as the container doors are required to be 
opened and the outside of the container 
inspected. A fixed gantry could offer safe 
access for examiners, although the gantry 
would have to go around all sides of the 
container which would result in difficulty 
in the handling equipment moving the 
container. 

The method proposed for accessing 
the inside of the container and providing 
access to all sides of the container is a 
mobile elevating platform (scissor lift). 
A scissor lift would allow a safe platform 
for examiners to open and access the 
inside of container. Along with providing 
the mobility to freely move around the 
container to inspect all sides without the 
need for fixed infrastructure.

By increasing the stack height the 
capacity of the examination area can be 
increased by up to 100  while providing 
sufficient aisle widths for the scissor lift. No 
fixed infrastructure would be required and 
the terminal would only have to purchase 
a number of scissor lifts and train staff 
on how to perform inspections using the 
scissor lift. Therefore this method could 
easily be trialled and tested at an existing 
terminal to assess the potential benefits 
and risks following the operator completing 
a health and safety risk assessment for 
their individual site conditions.

By increasing the capacity of the 
examination slots by up to 100 , it reduces 
the likelihood of having to temporarily place 
the containers in storage slots during peak 
times. Therefore the additional capacity 
would directly lead to less container 
handling moves required at the terminal, 
reducing the demand on equipment and 
labour.

AUTOMATION
The second proposed method looks to 
streamline the examination procedure by 
automating areas with damage inspection 
technology.

Existing products on the market such 
as the LaseCDI- ate are designed to 
automate the detection of damaged 
containers as trucks pass through a series 
of laser scanners on arrival at the terminal. 
The system can inspect the long sides and 

the top of the container. The system cannot 
guarantee detection of the ends of the 
containers as they may be blocked by the 
truck cab or another container. Therefore 
an examiner is still required to open the 
container to assess the inside and the ends 
of the container.

The automated detection may reduce 
the number of handling moves as 
containers with damage to the sides can be 
flagged early and moved directly to repair 
facilities, as well as reduce the number of 
containers to be examined.

Containers that are not damaged on 
the long edges can be stacked without the 
need for access to the long edges as these 
sides have already been inspected by the 
automated system. Therefore the area for 
the examination slots can be reduced.

The adoption of an automated detection 
system at a terminal is likely to increase 
examination slot capacity by approximately 
10 . However, the main benefit is 
decreasing the number of handling moves 
at the terminal by having an early detection 
system to identify damaged containers.

SUMMARY
Either of these methods can be adopted 
separately, together or staged as demand 
requires. It would be expected a terminal 
may start with examination slots one high, 
transition to tiered examination slots and 
then implement an automated detection 
system. 

If both methods are used together at a 
terminal the capacity of the examination 
slots would increase by up to 220 . Along 
with requiring less container handling 
movements reducing operational costs.

In summary the proposed methods 
target capacity improvements and 
increasing handling efficiency at the 
terminal in regards to completing CSC 
examinations. The benefits of the methods 

still requires further analysis through 
simulation modelling based on an actual 
terminal and field trials to confirm the 
operations and safety of examiners. 
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